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Use a router to cut rebates on reverse side
(inside face) 18mm wide x 4mm deep or to thickness of
sheet being utilised x 4mm deep. Both sides.
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Ref = Tolerance +1 & -0mm - A dimension that dictates the whole project.
The chassis is 415mm + 2mm allowance for covering cloth,
therefore this dimention is a minimum.

Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Smalll

Top Panel - Top Side (Outside)
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Handle fixing
Drill 2 holes as shown and fit 2nr

M5 ‘T’ nuts
! This depends on the handle design you use !

BluesBaby™

Top panel
Outside face

Notes:
This drawing assumes 18mm thick
birch ply is used for construction.

*1 - This dimension cab be increased
to make a wider cabinet, but all

dimensions must not be
altered.

If you do make the cabinet wider, then
do so by 40mm minimum. You will
need to fit two 18mm side rails to
support the back panel with 4nr. No. 8
wood screws and screw cup washers.

12mm ply can be used, but the OD
dimensions will be
reduced accordingly to respect the 417
Ref dimension

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has
been taken to ensure the accuracy of
the dimensions stated in this drawing,
no liability is accepted by Award-
Session resulting from errors or
omissions. Use of this drawing is at
the risk of its user. Any errors should
be notified to Award-Session to avoid
repeats: info@ Award-Session.com

underlined

Mind the clearance of the speaker
back to front!

Some speakers have very large depth
to the magnet assembly, especially
AlNiCo type speakers. Plan for the
overall speaker depth BEFORE you
start cutting panels and increase the
depth of the cabinet accordingly. The
chassis depth is 50mm.

So, the maximum speaker depth
should be: The internal depth of the
cabinet, less 50mm less 25mm for
extra safety clearance.
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417 Ref

Use a router to cut rebates on top side (inside)
18mm wide x 4mm deep or to thickness of
sheet being utilised x 4mm deep. Both sides.
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Ref = Tolerance +1 & -0mm - A dimension that dictates the whole project.
The chassis is 415mm + 2mm allowance for covering cloth,
therefore this dimension is a minimum.

Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small

Bottom Panel - Top Side (Inside)

1818

BluesBaby™

Bottom panel
Inside face

Notes:

Mind the clearance of the speaker
back to front!

This drawing assumes 18mm thick
birch ply is used for construction.

*1 - This dimension cab be increased
to make a wider cabinet, but all

dimensions must not be
altered.

If you do make the cabinet wider,
then do so by 40mm minimum. You
will need to fit two 18mm side rails to
support the back panel with 4nr. No.
8 wood screws and screw cup
washers.

12mm ply can be used, but the OD
dimensions will be reduced
accordingly to respect the 417 Ref
dimension.

Choose your speaker before cutting
out ANY panels!

Some speakers have very large
depth to the magnet assembly,
especially AlNiCo type speakers.
Plan for the overall speaker depth
BEFORE you start cutting panels and
increase the depth of the cabinet
accordingly. The chassis depth is
50mm.

So, the maximum speaker depth
should be: The internal depth of the
cabinet, less 50mm less 25mm for
extra safety clearance.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has
been taken to ensure the accuracy of
the dimensions stated in this drawing,
no liability is accepted by Award-
Session resulting from errors or
omissions. Use of this drawing is at
the risk of its user. Any errors should
be notified to Award-Session to avoid
repeats: info@ Award-Session.com

underlined

18 x 4mm Deep Rebate 10

Revised dims
highlighted in red
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OD 222

111

Cut a 10 x 4mm deep rebate 24mm long

Cut a 10 x 4mm deep rebate 24mm long
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BluesBaby™
Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small

R/H Side Panel - Outside View

Notes:

Mind the clearance of the speaker
back to front!

This drawing assumes 18mm thick birch
ply is used for construction.

When the cabinet is fully assembled, the
cabinet height is 403mm (18 7/8”). The
OD 375 dimension of the side panels
allow for the 4mm rebate cut into the top
and bottom panels. Therefore, when
added to the two 14mm thicknesses of
the rebated top and bottom panels, it
adds up to 403mm.

Choose your speaker before cutting out
ANY panels!

Some speakers have very large depth to
the magnet assembly, especially AlNiCo
type speakers. Plan for the overall
speaker depth BEFORE you start cutting
panels and increase the depth of the
cabinet accordingly. The chassis depth
is 50mm.

So, the maximum speaker depth should
be: The internal depth of the cabinet,
less 50mm less 25mm for extra safety
clearance.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has been
taken to ensure the accuracy of the
dimensions stated in this drawing, no
liability is accepted by Award-Session
resulting from errors or omissions. Use
of this drawing is at the risk of its user.
Any errors should be notified to Award-
Session to avoid repeats: info@ Award-
Session.com

Do not drill this hole if
you decide to widen the

cabinet!

Outside
face

Revised dims
highlighted in red
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BluesBaby™
Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small

L/H Side Panel - Outside View

Notes:

Mind the clearance of the speaker
back to front!

This drawing assumes 18mm thick
birch ply is used
for construction.

When the cabinet is fully assembled,
the cabinet height is 403mm (18 7/8”).
The OD 375 dimension of the side
panels allow for the 4mm rebate cut into
the top and bottom panels. Therefore,
when added to the two 14mm
thicknesses of the rebated top and
bottom panels, it adds up to 403mm.

Choose your speaker before cutting out
ANY panels!

Some speakers have very large depth
to the magnet assembly, especially
AlNiCo type speakers. Plan for the
overall speaker depth BEFORE you
start cutting panels and increase the
depth of the cabinet accordingly. The
chassis depth is 50mm.

So, the maximum speaker depth should
be: The internal depth of the cabinet,
less 50mm less 25mm for extra safety
clearance.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has
been taken to ensure the accuracy of
the dimensions stated in this drawing,
no liability is accepted by Award-
Session resulting from errors or
omissions. Use of this drawing is at the
risk of its user. Any errors should be
notified to Award-Session to avoid
repeats: info@ Award-Session.com

Do not drill this hole if
you decide to widen the

cabinet!

Outside
face

Cut a 10 x 4mm deep rebate 24mm long

Cut a 10 x 4mm deep rebate 24mm long

Revised dims
highlighted in red
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BluesBaby™
Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small

Rear Panel - Outside View

CL

14

Notes:
This drawing assumes 6mm thick birch
ply is used for its construction.

By the time this panel is covered in
decent quality leathercloth, it should be
expected to be around 8mm overall
thickness.

Allow 2mm on each end of panel for
grille cloth and/or tolex.

*1 - This dimension can be increased
to make a wider cabinet, but all

dimensions must not be
altered.

If you do make the cabinet wider, then
do so by 40mm minimum. You will
need to fit two 18mm side rails to the
cabinet side walls to support the back
panel with 4nr. No. 8 wood screws and
screw cup washers.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has
been taken to ensure the accuracy of
the dimensions stated in this drawing,
no liability is accepted by Award-
Session resulting from errors or
omissions. Use of this drawing is at the
risk of its user. Any errors should be
notified to Award-Session to avoid
repeats: info@ Award-Session.com

underlined

Back panel
Outside face

264 99 133

No revistions
this page
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BluesBaby™
Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small
Speaker Baffle Board - Inside View

CUTOUT

270mm DIA

18
2

18
1

DRILL 4NR. HOLES ON A 297mm PCD

& FIT 4NR. M5 TEE NUTS

Notes:
This panel drawing assumes 12mm thick
birch ply is used for its construction.

Allow 2mm on each end of panel for
grille cloth and tolex.

*1 - This dimension cab be increased to
make a wider cabinet, but all
dimensions must not be altered.

If you do make the cabinet wider, then
do so by 40mm minimum. You will need
to fit two 18mm side rails to support the
back panel with 4nr. No. 8 wood screws
and screw cup washers.

There is no technical reason to offset the
speaker as shown. Feel free to
centralise it if you want. It will not collide
with anything on the chassis.

However, mind the clearance of the
speaker! Some speakers have very
large depth to the magnet assembly,
especially AlNiCo type speakers. Plan
for the overall speaker depth BEFORE
you start cutting panels and increase the
depth of the cabinet accordingly. The
chassis depth is 50mm. So the
maximum speaker depth should be:
The internal depth of the cabinet, less
50mm less 25mm for extra clearance.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has been
taken to ensure the accuracy of the
dimensions stated in this drawing, no
liability is accepted by Award-Session
resulting from errors or omissions. Use
of this drawing is at the risk of its user.
Any errors should be notified to Award-
Session to avoid repeats: info@ Award-
Session.com
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BluesBaby™
Combo Cabinet: BB01-Iss-B Small

Speaker Baffle Support Fillets - Outside View

Notes:
These two panels assumes 10mm thick
birch ply is used for its construction.

*1 - This dimension cab be increased to
make a wider cabinet, but all
dimensions must not be altered.

If you do make the cabinet wider, then
do so by 40mm minimum. You will need
to fit two 18mm side rails to support the
back panel with 4nr. No. 8 wood screws
and screw cup washers.

Disclaimer - Whilst every effort has been
taken to ensure the accuracy of the
dimensions stated in this drawing, no
liability is accepted by Award-Session
resulting from errors or omissions. Use
of this drawing is at the risk of its user.
Any errors should be notified to Award-
Session to avoid repeats: info@ Award-
Session.com
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Outside face - viewed from front
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Panel let in to a
4mm deep x 10mm

wide rebates

Panel let in to a
4mm deep x 10mm

wide x rebates

Cut 4nr speaker baffle
mounting holes using baffle

holes as the template when offered
up inside the cabinet.

Revised dims
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